Appendix D:
List of Vocabulary Practiced

Words practiced in Adventures in Literature are given here. The chapter(s) in which the word is practiced is given in parentheses. If the word is one of the Academic Word List (AWL) or University Word List (UWL), it is in boldface type.

A
 accompany (5)
 acquire (2)
 adapt (2)
 adept (3)
 adolescent (7)
 annual (4)
 approach (3)
 arrange (12)
 ashamed (7)
 awake (8, 15)

B
 bait (1)
 balance (4)
 barely (4)
 bay (10)
 beard (15)
 behave (14)
 bite (8)
 blast (6)
 borrow (2)
 burst (14)
 buy (13)

C
 cater (5)
 charity (4)
 chemical (6)
 circumstances (1)
 clumsy (4)
 collapse (13)
 come (8, 9)
 compulsion (9)
 confess (15)
 confession (7)
 confident (2, 3)
 consult (8)
 contented (10)
 crave (6)
 curious (1, 9, 13)

deadly (8)
 deal (14)
 debts (7)
 decision (3)
 depressed (14)
 describe (3)
 desperate (7)

digest (4)
 diplomatic (1)
 disappointed (9)
 disaster (6)
 dismiss (3)
 displeased (12)
 dread (15)
 dreary (9)

D

eat (4, 14)
 effect (3)
 envied (10)
 excited (2)

F
 fall (4, 6)
 fate (9)
 fight (14)
 find (12)
 fit (15)
 fly (18)
 forecast (13)
 forget (3, 6)
 forgive (14)
 fortune (12)
furtively (10)  
G  
give (5)  
glowing (11)  
grab (2, 9)  
grieve (5)  
grow (11)  
H  
health (4)  
heap (13)  
hear (5, 8)  
hesitantly (10)  
hide (7)  
hit (8, 14)  
hold (11)  
horrified (13)  
huge (7, 12, 13)  
hurt (5, 8, 15)  
I, J, K  
identical (8)  
identify (9)  
impatient (15)  
incident (6)  
incompatibility (10)  
indigestion (16)  
indulge (10)  
infernal (14)  
injure (6)  
insensitive (11)  
insurance (6)  
interfere (9)  
inimate (12)  
L  
laborer (12)  
lead (14, 15)  
leaf (2)  
lean (4)  
leave (12)  
liberated (1)  
lie (15)  
load (15)  
lose (6, 7)  
loyal (15)  
lure (1)  
M  
massive (5)  
mean (3, 10)  
meet (4, 7)  
mention (6)  
military (9)  
misery (11)  
N  
nervous (2)  
oath (12)  
odd (13)  
P  
pair (6)  
peal (14)  
pestered (14)  
prepare (2)  
pretend (2)  
prosperous (4)  
punish (3)  
Q  
quit (11)  
R  
ragged (6)  
reaction (1)  
refuse (2)  
repair (8)  
reputation (1)  
resentful (11)  
respectable (7)  
reveal (11)  
revel (9)  
rude (14)  
S  
salary (12)  
schedule (8)  
scientist (1)  
search (7)  
serene (5)  
shake (4, 14)  
shiver (8)  
shock (9)  
shriek (9)  
sip (4)  
sleep (14, 15)  
sleeve (6)  
smuggle (8)  
sorrow (9)  
specialty (10)  
spend (8)  
stiff (15)  
superstitious (9)  
sworn (12)  
sympathy (9, 11)  
T  
tear (14)  
terror (8)  
throw (9, 14)  
tradition (4)  
treasure (2)  
treaty (3)  
trick (17)  
tutor (7)  
U, V  
upset (6)  
usher (10)  
victim (10)  
vision (6)  
W, X, Y, Z  
weep (14)  
whistle (8)  
wicked (14)  
worry (2)